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This Month…

 Gemini Full Moon
 Cap New Moon/Eclipse
 SOLSTICE
 2020 Calendar
 2020 Preview

As 2019 comes to a close we prepare for a powerhouse 2020, starting
with the conjunction of Saturn and Pluto next month. This month Jupiter

shifts gears as it moves into Capricorn to join Saturn and Pluto in this most
pragmatic of signs. This month too the Solstice rolls around once again,
plus we have a Solar eclipse on Boxing Day.

Just a final reminder to order your 2020 calendars before Xmas.
Wishing all subscribers a happy a peaceful holiday season and my very
best wishes for the coming year.

gemini full Moon
Venus is the meat in the sandwich,
between Saturn and Pluto. This is
likely to be a potent Full Moon for
shifting alliances. This is an
uncompromising

Full

Moon where we will
firmly adhere to our per-

sonal standards and the
opinions that stem from
our values.
Situations and people
we have tolerated, will no longer
be tolerated. We draw a line in the
sand with this cosmic sandwich.
This Full Moon could be a pivotal
one for Donald Trump’s presiden-

nus) alignment which opposes his

tough transition for many people,

cy and may signal the end is nigh.

Saturn and Venus. His Mercury is

with personal health issues taking

The Sun and Moon are closely

taking a direct hit from the transit-

centre stage for a year or more.

aligning with his Sun, Moon and

ing North Node, which suggests

Now that Chiron moves forward,

Nodal axis. He is also in the firing

that karmic forces are at work to

off this cusp area, things should

line of the Saturn-Pluto (and Ve-

overhaul his verbal antics. (See bi

start to improve.

wheel above.)
Meanwhile, Mars and Uranus are
still within orb of opposition, so
take extra care to avoid accidents
and mishaps, especially with silly
season upon us.
Chiron stations direct now after a
long haul moving over the first few
degrees of Aries. This has been a

Gift idea

Order your 2020 calendar now Hard copy or download.

New!
Discover the beautiful

Zodiac Drink Coasters!

cosmic choreography of

Order your set

Venus and Mars

Featuring unique zodiac designs cre-

and how it illuminates the

ated by the late George Finey.

deepest patterns of your

Handcrafted by Michele Finey

relationships.

Capricorn solar eclipse

The sign of Capricorn could hardly
be more potent right now. Apart
from the huge line up of outer planets there, we now have the Sun and

Moon united in a solar eclipse.
This eclipse tracks a path across
Asia, and in particular Indonesia.
Saturn and Pluto are now within The Sun and Moon are making a Saturn gives us form and structure
two degrees of their exact conjunc- trine aspect to Uranus, providing but Saturn-Pluto is often an aspect
tion, which will take place on 13 opportunities to escape from the of hardship and harshness. FortuJanuary.
limitations of the powerful Capri- nately at this point in time, Mars in

corn alliance.

Scorpio is making a sextile to Saturn and Pluto so if there are any
looming difficulties that you are
finding stressful at present, there
are avenues to take affirmative action that may help to pave the road
forward in smoother asphalt making
it easier to traverse.

The Zodiac Organiser

Keep all your ideas, plans, dreams
and doodles together in this easy to
use Zodiac Organiser.
~
Divided into 12 sections, one for
each sign of the zodiac, you’ll find a
place for every aspect of your life.
From Affirmations to Adventure, from
Gardening to Gift Ideas, Home to
Health, there is a spot for everything.
~
Best of all, it will be easy to find your
notes again later when you need

them!

Place an order
$19.95
plus postage

Solstice & 2020 preview
Mars in Scorpio is making a tight sextile aspect to Saturn and Pluto providing an avenue for releasing tension.
The powerful tightening aspect between Saturn and Pluto is closing in
on exactness.
This conjunction has not happened in
the sign of Capricorn since January
1518, which was when Martin Luther’s
theses

of

complaint

against

the

church was translated, published and
circulated throughout Europe, kickstarting the Reformation.
Capricorn is an ethical sign, although
it is also pragmatic. Political power
shifts and challenges to power and
authority are indicated.
Jupiter’s recent ingress into Capricorn
brings the focus to political truth.
With the ongoing absence of truth in
politics, this ingress will highlight this
problem and help to redress this systemic issue.
Solstice and Equinox charts are active

for the quarter, so the next three
months provide an opportunity to
express our frustration in creative outlets.

the end of 2020 Saturn and Jupiter

backs to halt our progress especially

will shift into Aquarius, making a con-

mid-year. Over the coming year try

junction at the very start of the sign of

to exercise patience and spend quali-

the water-bearer. This is a pivotal shift

ty time restoring your inner balance.

towards a more humanitarian and holistic world-view.
Over coming years the sign of Aquarius will be a key feature of life, with
Pluto also moving into Aquarius in a
couple of years time. Meanwhile, in

In many ways 2020 is a transitional

2020, Venus and Mars will both

year. Pluto is nearing the end of its

spend some time retrograde, so there

journey through Capricorn, and by

is the potential for delays and set-

These two volumes
feature years of my
research and

published articles.
Available for Download.
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